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- Ritesh Raj Sarraf: apt-offline 1.8.4 [2]

apt-offline version 1.8.4 has been released.


Since March/April 2000 I was deeply involved in Debian m68k and operated multiple m68k autobuilder for over a decade. In fact my Amiga 3000 named ?arrakis? was the second buildd for m68k in addition to the Debian owned Amiga 3000UX named ?kullervo?.

Back in that time there was some small website running on Kullervo to display some information about the Debian autobuilder. After some time we (as m68k porters) moved that webpage away from Kullervo to my root server. Step by step this site evolved to Buildd.Net and extended to other archs and ?suites? beside unstable like backports or non-volatile. The project got more and more complex and beyond my ability to do a complete necessary rewrite.

- Install NetBeans IDE on Debian 11 Bullseye - Linux Shout [4]

NetBeans is a development environment written entirely in Java for the programming language developed in Java, languages ??such as C, C++, and Fortran are also supported. The architecture of the software is completely modular and can be expanded using so-called modules or plugins. In addition, there are so-called packs, which expand the IDE with larger function packages. Furthermore, NetBeans can be used as a platform for your own
applications. Numerous developments and functions from NetBeans were later adopted by other IDEs, e.g. B. by Eclipse. The main focus in the development of NetBeans was on functions that make developers more productive and support them in the technologies that they actually use. The goal is an IDE from a single source?. For programming, you also need Java SDK here.
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